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Model Two (Alicia Holter)
“Two-Group Model/Free Choice Centers”

General Overview:
There are 21 second graders in the class.  All students are being instructed on third grade
skills (above grade level).  Typically, there are about nine students who need some
“reaching back” into the second grade curriculum.  The other 12 students are usually very
strong in their knowledge of second grade material and can work entirely on third grade
curriculum.  However, grouping is flexible and each unit’s pre-test is used to create the two
groups.  The children are accustomed to changing their group depending on which unit they
are working on.  (For example, “Anna” may have a 70% pre-test score for graphing and
work in the faster, more challenging group for that unit.  Then she may score a 20% on a
pre-test for multiplication and work in the slower paced group for that unit.)

Math Class Schedule:
This math class is 60 minutes long.  An additional 15 minutes of math come later in the day
due to lunch and related arts schedule.  During the 60-minute block, both groups meet with
the teacher for approximately 30 minutes.  During the 30 minutes that a group is not with the
teacher for direct instruction, they complete a seatwork assignment and then go to a center.
They have strict expectations for their seatwork and must do their best before going to a
center.  Thus, each student spends a different amount of time on seatwork and centers.

Centers/Independent Work:
There are five center choices available each week.  Each center choice is a hands-on
activity/game that students have learned during the unit they are currently studying or during
a previous unit.  Concepts that are reinforced during center time vary, so that previous
objectives are not forgotten.  Students are free to choose their own center, but they must
choose a different center each day of the week.  On the “Math Time” board, there are five
laminated pockets which have the center names written on them.  Students use a popsicle
stick with their name on it to show which center they have chosen.

Management:
A daily behavior chart and rubric are used in order to keep behavior under control and
expectations high.  The rubric has a 1, 2, or 3 rating.  One is the best and three is the worst.
Each day, students rate themselves on an individual calendar and then they are rated by the
teacher as they leave the classroom.  At the end of the week, students add up the ratings that
the teacher gave them.  There is a goal set for the week and the students’ scores should be at,
or below, the goal.  For example, if the weekly goal is 7, then each student must earn a 7 or
less at the end of the week.  If a student makes the goal, then he/she gets a small reward.


